
ILIA was founded by the inspiration to create 
a connection between organic beauty and 
contemporary fashion. The combination of on trend 
pigments and super nourishing ingredients sets 
ILIA apart from the conventions of organic beauty.
The ethical-sustainable approach embodied in our 

products, are filled with up to 85% certified organic 
bioactive botanicals that nourish and rejuvenate 
the skin. With nothing to hide, we look forward to 
growing our brand, and inspire those who have 
been looking for something alive, pure and new to 
the world of beauty.
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ILIA Vivid Foundation is filled with healing botanicals 
to help calm and revitalize the skin. The moisturizing 
properties of Aloe Vera aid in long-lasting hydration and 
simulate a tightening of the skin, while the healing nature 
of Green Tea and Rosemary Extract help combat free 
radicals.

A new unique ingredient, sourced from a tree on the Greek 
Island of Chios, offers a natural solution to reduce pore 
size, shine and contains anti-bacterial properties. The 
medicinal resin, called Mastic, is able to be incorporated 
into skin care as a natural matifying  skin refiner. The soft 
whipped formula offers buildable light to full coverage and 
is excellent for sensitive skin.

The six new Foundation shades range from light to dark 
and are named to match sand colors from various deserts 
from around the world.

ILIA LAUNCHES VIVID FOUNDATION

“As someone who rarely wears foundation, I am in love with 
this formula as it sits beautifully on the skin all day and pairs 
exceptionally well with a light face oil applied as a base primer.”

SASHA’S TIP

TULAROSA (F1) 
Fair

MOJAVE (F4) 
Medium 

GOBI (F2) 
Light 

TANAMI (F5) 
Medium/Dark

SANTORINI (F3) 
Light/Medium

SANDAR (F6) 
Dark

For more information please contact: 
Eden Grimaldi, eden@mediacraftco.com | Brittany Rupp, brittany@mediacraftco.com

ILIA Vivid Foundation is available Sept. 8th for $44 at iliabeauty.com and select retailers worldwide.


